KHALID FOODS
COMPANY PROFILE
KHALID SWEETS & BAKERS opened with the purpose to provide our customers with foods of high
quality, personalized services and value for money. For us the best has always been the creed, manifesto
and philosophy of our services.
Why Choose KHALID SWEETS & BAKERS?
Pakistani foods are famous worldwide for their yummy taste and authentic flavor. We have accumulated
various recipes from throughout the country and offer an alluring range of Eatable such as Sweets,
Namkeens, Toast, Halvajat, Cookies etc. The products we offer are hygienically prepared at our processing
unit with ensuring least human involution. We make use of high quality wheat flour, gram flour, pulses,
veg. refined oil, sugar and laminates to manufacture the products. Further, we avoid using harmful
preservatives and synthetic additives to process these foods
OUR JOURNEY of customer satisfaction began decades back. Over this time, we have perfected the fine
art of Sweet making & Baking, deservedly earned appreciation far and wide.
High Quality & Zero-Tolerance on Food and Hygiene
Ever since its inception Khalid, has had spic and span work conditions, where sweets, namkeens and bakery
products are made according to international standards. All raw materials is accepted after thorough
inspection and quality checks. The raw material is also seasoned to check its purity. We have a thorough
process control that keeps a tab on production and quality. We use automatic equipment and gadgetry to
keep human handling to a minimum. Wherever necessary we make it a point that only hygiene best practices
are followed. The products are showcased in the shop in airtight compartments free of any contaminating
substance. The products offered are freshly prepared and sold in best quality boxes made as per worldclass standards. We use laminated pouches only.
Our Chef
We acknowledge the hard effort of our chefs who are the backbone of our organization. Their immense
expertise and constant effort to bring forth more and more delicious food items have enabled us to beat our
competitors in the competition. All the chefs hold massive skill of the domain of food processing. They
make use of best quality key ingredients and ensure the hygiene level. Apart from them, we also have
Quality Controllers, Packaging Experts, Cold Storage Experts and Marketing Experts. Their dedicated and
committed efforts have earned us a reputable place in the market. KHALID SWEETS & BAKERS had a
humble beginning when the sweets shop was set up in 1975. There was a yawning gap between demand
and supply for quality hygienic products at reasonable rates. We capitalized on the situation and started the
venture that has ever since tickled the taste of the people. The aroma of our flavor and reputation of
uncompromising quality has spread over the entire north India. The products of Khalid are also now famous
across the seven seas. They are exported to Canada, South Africa, Australia, etc. We are thus sweetening
the lives of the people in our own way worldwide.
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